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Estimation of recent climate variations in Neotropical opened forest based on 

node length fluctuations in Cecropia species 

Claire Montigny, Clément Andrzejewski, Maxime Roumazeilles and Patrick Heuret. 

 

Abstract: 

Dendroclimatology could help in monitoring climate variation in a context on global climate change. 

However, in tropical forest, this kind of approach is difficult because only a few trees show relevant 

seasonal markers. Cecropia sciadophylla showed the smallest internode length during the dry season. 

29 Cecropia from 3 species (C obtusae, C. sciadophylla and C. distachya) were measured from stump to 

apex in Saul and Regina in French Guyana. We managed to compute a method in order to agglomerate 

daily rainfall data on a node level with significant correlation coefficient. Pair-wise alignment 

constraint with the dates extracted from the method revealed similar alignments with a semi global 

alignment with affine gap cost which indicates that node length fluctuated according to the same 

factor which is precipitation. A model was deduced from a power regression of cumulative rainfall and 

residual length. A prediction of available water was possible knowing node length.  

 

Keywords: Cecropia, dendroclimatology, sequence alignment, climatic series, rainfall seasonality, 

plant morphology. 

 

 

Introduction 
The latest IPCC report attests once again the 

evidence of global climate change ((IPCC report 

2013). Furthermore, Amazonian tropical forests 

are particularly threatened because of their 

sensitivity to drought (Phillips et al., 2009) and 

more studies are needed in order to understand 

the effect of global change on tropical forests 

(Zhou et al., 2013). Tropical rainforest 

ecosystems are very important for their 

biodiversity or their role as carbon sinks (Malhi 

et al, 2004). Thus, establishing guidelines for a 

sustainable management of tropical rainforests 

requires understanding the processes which 

influence climate in Neotropical forests (Malhi 

and Write, 2004). Nevertheless, estimating 

climate parameters (such as rainfall) across 

time is a real issue in Neotropical forests due to 

the lack of meteorological stations and the 

considerable local variations. 

Dendroclimatology can provide an alternative 

to direct measurements of past climatic 

fluctuations. Dendroclimatology studies fall 

within the field of dendrochronology. The 

pertinence of dendrochronology is its capacity 

to link, with a very high degree of accuracy, tree 

rings to the calendar year with the seasonal 

variation of ring width (Hughes et al., 2002). 

Then, dendroclimatology is the study of the link 

between climatic history and anatomical 

markers such as growth rings and 

morphological markers (Guiot and Nicault, 

2010). Thus, a climatic series can be deduced 

with a dendrochronological series. In tropical 

rain forests, to assess climate variation with 

tree rings is much less accurate than in 

temperate forests because there is not a 

systematic end of growth rings due to the 

winter (Brienen et al. 2012). Hence, very few 

efficient results appear in the literature about 

tropical tree rings with the aim to assess the 

local climate. Oliver Dünisch et al. (2003) have 

shown that an annual signal occurs in Swietenia 

macrophylla and Cedrela odorata, whereas in 

another humid tropical site, a study has shown 

that only 8% of the growth radial variance of 

Cedrela odorata is explained by climatic 

variation (Brauning et al., 2009). Isotopic 

studies provide efficient results (Evans and 

Shrag, 2004), however, these techniques are 

expensive and time-consuming. 
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In spite of the difficulty to develop 

dendrochronology methods in tropical 

rainforests, this kind of research is needed in 

order to provide a better understanding of the 

ENSO effect, solar forcing and climate-growth 

relationships. Moreover, a lot of historical 

climate estimations could soon become 

impossible because these areas are greatly 

threatened (Boninsegna et al., 2009).  

Cecropia is one of the most common Neotropical 

pioneer trees which occur very frequently in 

natural gaps in primary forest or in disturbed 

environments such as roadsides. Thus, they are 

characteristic trees of secondary vegetation 

(Franco-Rosseli and Berg, 1997). We can also 

note an ecological detail about the Cecropia 

genus; some of the species have developed a 

mutualistic partnership with ants (Berg, 1978). 

In that context, interesting properties have been 

reported on some species of the Cecropia genus. 

For example, Zalamea et al, in 2008 showed that 

C. sciadophylla has strong annual growth, 

branching, and flowering rhythms which can 

help to determine the age of the tree. 

Relationships between phenology and climate 

seasonality revealed strong associations 

between phenology and seasonal variations in 

precipitation and temperature (Zalamea et al 

2011). Furthermore, a recent study proved a 

monthly variation in internode length and the 

number of live leaves per sapling. They 

proposed that in Cecropia genus, internode 

length can serve as an indicator of precipitation 

seasonality (Zalamea et al 2013). In addition, it 

has been demonstrated that the smallest nodes 

are built during the dry season in September. 

Therefore, we suggest to use Cecropia species to 

estimate rainfall variations in neotropical 

forests. A framework which estimates the 

amount of rainfall with the node length series is 

proposed.  

The particularity of this method is the intra 

annual estimation whereas with tree rings or 

isotopes we can only have inter-annual 

estimation (Boninsegna et al., 2009). Indeed, 

some Cecropia species build nodes very 

regularly in time, so it is possible to link the 

node rank of an individual to a date (Zalamea et 

al., 2008). We will try to present a method to 

estimate how many days were necessary to 

build each node, hence association a date to 

each rank node of the sequence. Then, we will 

try to develop a function that can be used on 

every tree to deduce the amount of rain from 

residual node length. 

 

Material and Methods 
Plants and study Sites 

 

The genus Cecropia Loefl. belongs to the 

Urticaceae family and includes 61 species 

distributed in a large part of South America. 

This genus is distributed from southern Mexico 

to southern Argentina; hence this genus occurs 

in many different climate types.  C. sciadophylla 

and C. distachya are two of the most largely 

distributed species (Berg et al., 2005).  

Moreover, production of inflorescence and 

branches shows a high annual periodicity 

(Heuret et al., 2002; Zalamea et al., 2008). It is 

particularly true for Cecropia obtusae which 

makes 35 nodes per year and sciadophylla 

which makes 23 nodes per year regardless of 

ontogenic stage or environment, according to 

Heuret et al. (2002) and Zalamea et al. (2008). 

Thus, the age of each tree can be estimated 

using those characteristics by dividing the total 

number of nodes by the mean number of nodes 

built per year (Zalamea et al., 2012).  

For this study, 5 C. sciadophylla, 5 C. obtusae, 

and 4 C. distachya were measured near Regina. 

Old individuals were chosen using estimation of 

their potential age with the ramification level, 

and we also preferred individuals with the 

presence of flower or fruit.  

In Saul, 14 C. obtusae and 1 C. sciadophylla were 

measured.  

Daily rainfall data were provided by Météo 

France from Saul (03°37’45’’ N and 53°12’64’’ O, 

in the village since 2004 and before that it was 

placed at Mrs Noubel’s house near the village), 

Regina (04°18’85’’ N and 52°07’87’’ O) and 
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Stutz stations(04°16’97’’ N and 52°09'48’’ O) 

and Apatou (05°09’13’’ N and 54°20’23’’ O), 

close to the sampling sites (Figure 1). In Saul 

there is 2500mm per year with an average of 

100mm/month in the dry season and 250 

mm/month in the wet season. In Regina and 

Stutz, which are close to each other, there is 

3700 mm per year with 110 mm/month in the 

dry season and 410 mm/month in the wet 

season. In Apatou there is 2400mm per year 

with an average of 130 mm/month in the dry 

season and 240 mm/month in the wet season.  

  

Figure 1. Map of sampling sites and meteorological 

stations. 

Measurements and Ethics Statement  

 

The Cecropia species’ anatomy is remarkable 

because scars of fallen leaves and node 

delimitation are very visible, and previous 

flowering leave marks on the node (see picture 

in Zalamea et al., 2008) (Figure 2). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Anatomical particularities of Cecropia. 

Selected trees were cut down in order to  

measure their length from stump to apex with 

the agreement of the ONF (Office National des 

Forêts). Once the tree was felled, each node 

length was measured in mm. Each flowering 

scar was noted on the rank of the node, and also 

the location of branches as it can indicate a limit 

for a year (Zalamea et al., 2013)  

 

Data Analysis 

Smoothing filters and residuals extraction 

 

According to Guédon et al (2007), growth 

component such as node length is the result of 

two main components: ontogenic and 

environmental. To characterize the fluctuation 

from each component, we had to apply 

smoothing filters (making the assumption that 

they follow) assuming a decomposition model 

where they are combined in an additive 

manner. A linear filter was applied on the node 

length sequence transforming {x(t)} into {y(t)} 

by a linear operation. An estimation of local 

mean was obtained smoothing out local 

fluctuation. 

      {  }  {  }   ∑    

 

    

     

{  } is the set of weights such that for each r, , 

  > 0, and    =    , with  ∑   = 1  

corresponding to a moving average operation in 

order to adjust a smooth curve. We’ve chosen to 

use a symmetric smoothing filter corresponding 

to the probability mass function of a binomial 

distribution with parameters n = 200, p = 0,5 

and q = 16 neighbors. 

Old trees tend to create smaller nodes at the 

apex (high ranks) compared with lower nodes 

(low ranks). Therefore, residuals were 

extracted using a standardization approach 

which gives the same status to fluctuations of 

small or large amplitude where: 

   (  )  
  

      (  )
 

Every year limit was fixed based on the graphic 

representation of residuals and node length for 

each node rank. We decided to link the 

Leaves 

scarce 

Node scarce 

Flowering 

scarce 
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minimum of each residual oscillation to the date 

of September 15th which corresponds to the 

usual driest day of the year in French Guyana; in 

Zalamea et al (2011), the driest month was 

always September (Figure 3). 

 

 

Autocorrelation 

Sample autocorrelation coefficients which 

measure the correlation between observations 

at different distances apart have been computed 

in order to explore sequences built from 

quantitative variables. The autocorrelation 

function measures the correlation between    

and      as a function of the lag k. The function 

was applied on residual internode length 

sequences as well as binary branching and 

flowering sequences. 

Estimating optimal sequences of appearance 

dates of phytomers matching rainfall data with 

node length residuals  

Based on this annual growth delimitation, the 

appearance date of each phytomer can be 

assessed. To this end, we formulate the strong 

hypothesis that the node length is correlated to 

the cumulative amount of precipitation which 

occurred during its formation. It is then possible 

to evaluate different sequences of phytomer 

appearance dates according to the resulting 

correlation between node length and the 

associated cumulated rainfall sequence (Figure 

4). Thus, from a tree length node sequence and 

the local climatic series, the best number of 

days of cumulative rainfall per node per 

individual can be obtained. We have developed 

a script in Python in order to perform this. It is 

divided into two parts: one part generates 

stochastic sequences of numbers of days per 

node, and the other, adding the daily values of 

rainfall measures in the nearest station during 

the elongation period that was determined for 

each node, realizes a Spearman correlation test 

between cumulated rainfalls and node length. 

 

 
Figure 4. Number of days necessary to create each 

node, computes with method 3. 

 

 
Figure 5. Theoretical explanation for methods 1,2 

and 3. Number of days centered on the mean 

number of nodes built per year (Mean) for the 

method 1. This number is constraint in the method 2 

and 3 between two year delimitations (Year li.). Int. 

is the interval of a statistic law (law) within 

potential random values of node length that would 

be generated according to rainfall data. 

Figure 3. Year segmentation (Y.sefm) method 

based on minimum node length residuals (Res), 

observed internode (Lgen) and moving average 

(Mean). 
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Three methods have been developed to 

generate stochastic sequences (Figure 5). The 

first one (M1) generates random numbers of 

days in a uniform law centered on the mean 

number of nodes built per year (estimated from 

the autocorrelation) divided by 365 for the 

whole sequence. 

The second one generates a stochastic number 

of days per node in a law defined by the user 

centered on the mean number of days that are 

taken to build a node based on the whole 

sequence. As we explained, the 15th, September 

(max drought season) can be estimated on the 

sequence. Every year limit, determined on 

residual length rank sequence, has to be entered 

in the script. The method limits the number of 

days for each node from the same year, to 

ensure the sum of every number generated 

equals to 365 days between two limits (± 30 

days). Though, this method forces the shortest 

nodes to match with September 15th. The model 

uses the sampling date to determine the 

number of days until September 15th 2012 and 

allows an error around year limits. 

The third method generates several uniform 

laws centered on the mean number of days per 

node for every year. It is impossible to have an 

average for the last node sequence which 

corresponds to the first node elaborated by the 

tree because we don’t know the germination 

date. Global sequence average is used to create 

this last stochastic sequence which is centered 

on this global average. There is no need to 

precise the law as in M1 and M2 but only a 

variation range around the mean automatically 

obtained for each year. The number iteration 

depends of the user choice and the script keep 

only the better coefficient and saves the 

sequence corresponding. 

To each sequence, the script calculates the 

Spearman coefficient correlation between the 

node length and the cumulative rainfall. M2 and 

M3 generates several randon sequences for 

which a Spearman correlation coefficient is 

calculated. Only the best sequence (with the 

higher Rhô) was saved and used for our results.   

Sequence alignments 

Two alignment methods were developed. In the 

first one (method A), node length sequences 

were aligned on the rainfalls, optimizing their 

correlation, and to associate a date with each 

node. Then, two sequences were aligned 

together with rainfall calendar as reference. We 

aligned these sequences according to the 

sampling date (first rank), and the closest date 

was initialized. The best alignment is generated 

to fit the best internode lengths and climatic 

series of rainfall data. Along the sequences, 

when these did not match, a gap was added to 

fit the sequences together. The 2 sequences of 

residual length are aligned on a common 

temporal scale. 

In the second method (method B) was a semi 

global alignment with affine gap cost 

(Needleman and Wunsch, 1970), where node 

length sequences were aligned exclusively 

according to residual length without looking at 

rainfall sequences. Gaps were added when the 

sequences didn’t match and to fit much better. A 

score was associated for each alignment based 

on the number of gaps needed to compute the 

best alignment between 2 sequences. The lower 

the score, the fitter the alignment. The 2 

sequences are aligned on a common temporal 

scale only based on the rank level, which is not 

necessarily homogenous along the sequence. 

But after the alignment is done, it is possible to 

associate minimum residual length to 

September 15th to one sequence and deduce the 

other. 

 

Model proposition 

Based on individuals with the best Spearman 

correlation coefficient, rainfall data, cumulated 

on a node level, were represented on a chart 

depending on node length residuals. For all 

individuals, eight different regressions have 

been tested (such as linear, exponential, or 

logistic function) between rainfall per node and 

residuals. We chose the model with the lower 

BIC criterion which was a power function for all 

individuals. After having fitted the curve on the 
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points, we extracted a function of type 

         where y is the observed rainfall and x 

is the node length. We then used the parameters 

to estimate rainfall from node length residuals 

and compared it with the rainfall data observed. 

In order to have a unique model with optimal 

parameters for all individuals, we inferred in 

Winbugs the model parameters (alpha, beta, Y, 

x, see Figure 6) in Bayesian statistics using a 

Monte Carlo Markov Chain method (Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 6. Model of Bayesian inference with Winbugs. 

 

Results 
Autocorrelation sequences for the different 

species revealed different regularity patterns. 

For example, C. sciadophylla in Regina showed a 

regular signal for residual length, flowering and 

branching at 30 nodes per year. On the other 

hand, it is difficult to identify a common signal 

on residuals on the population level of C. 

distachya whereas a flowering rhythm is 

detected every 25 nodes. Furthermore, a 

regular signal for C. obtusae species was 

highlighted in Saul (below 35 nodes per year) 

while no clear signal was detected through the 

autocorrelation in Regina. The empirical results 

show that method 3 is more reliable than the 

method 1 and 2 (table 1).  However, method 1 

could provide better Spearman correlation 

coefficient with a much higher number of 

iterations because it was the most flexible. But 

an extremely higher number of iterations would 

be necessary which our computer cannot 

perform. 

 

Table 1: correlation of different analysis to share 

residual data and rainfall data 

Tree Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 

Saul Tree 1 0.011 0.057 0.55 

 Tree 2 0.031 0.065 0.41 

Regina Tree 1 0.023 0.075 0.48 

 Tree 2 0.019 0.053 0.35 

Number of 

iterations 
1000 1000 1000 

 

The empirical results show that method 3 is 

more reliable than the method 1 and 2 (table 1).  

However, method 1 could provide better 

Spearman correlation coefficient with a much 

higher number of iterations because it was the 

most flexible. But an extremely higher number 

of iterations would be necessary which our 

computer cannot perform. Hence, we used 

sequences generated by method 3 with the best 

Spearman coefficient to link rainfall and node 

length residuals (Figure 8). However, there is a 

small lag at the end of the sequence (base of the 

tree) which was often revealed on other 

individuals. Besides, small fluctuations in 

rainfall (high frequency signal) didn’t fit as well 

with small node length variations)   

Pair-wise alignments of individuals with the 

two methods (A and B) showed similar results 

(Figure 9 ).Therefore, the signal of residual 

length variation of two individuals could be 

aligned similarly when forced with the rainfall 

dates from method 3 and when exclusively 

regarding residual length node signal. However, 

the end of the sequence didn’t fit as well with 

method A. New Year segmentations were 

extracted from the alignments of method A and 

B and entered in the stochastic method but 

Spearman correlation coefficient turned out to 

be inferior to the initial segmentation.  
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Figure 7. Spearman autocorrelation of Residuals (Res), Branches (Br), Flowering (Flo) and its randomness 95% 

confidence limit (Int. 95%) for a) All C. obtusae from Regina; b) All C. obtusae from Saul; c) All C. distachya in 

Regina and d) All C. sciadophylla in Regina. 

Figure 8: Method 3 results of residual length (res) 

and cumulated rainfall (pp°) fluctuation along rank 

node sequence. 

 

Figure 9. Pair-wise alignment of residual length 

node of N90 (red), C. obtusae and N91 (black), C. 

sciadophyllla (Regina). (A) Date constraint method, 

(B) Individual variation method. 
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Figure 10:  a), c) : Relationship between cumulative rainfall per node and node length with a power regression, 

b), d) : Theoretical and observed  data based on node length. a), b) : N66 obtusae (Saul), c), d) : N90 sciadophylla 

(Regina)

The regression between cumulative rainfall and 

residual length showed an optimal BIC criterion 

for all individuals for the power regression;  

      where y is the observed rainfall, x is 

the node length. N66 and N90 showed a good 

regression with a R² of 0.29 and 0.23 

respectively (Figure 10).  Moreover, using the 

regression parameters to estimate rainfall data 

based on length node, theoretical estimation of 

rainfall data showed no important difference 

with observed rainfall data except for maximum 

observed rainfall which was always 

underestimated for every individual.  

The Bayesian inference on a and b for all trees 

provided a mean of 108.834 with a standard 

error of 0.718 for a, and for b, a mean of 0.507 

with an error of 15,949.   

 

Discussion 
Daily rainfall data were successfully cumulated 

on the node level with Spearman correlation 

coefficient ranging from 0.11 to 0.58. Method 3 

was the best stochastic alignment of node 

length residuals with rainfall data; mainly 

because the months of September were fixed 

systematically implying the alignment between 

shortest node and driest months, and also 

because the inter-annual variability of number 

of days for each node was taken into account. 

Method 3 provided optimal sequences of 

cumulative rainfall which were deduced from a 

power regression and rainfall fluctuations were 

accurately predicted with the models for each 

individual. 

Some individuals showed low Spearman 

correlation coefficients (between 0.11 and 

0.20). This concerns only C. obtusae trees in 

Saul. The species effect is not evident because C. 

obtusae is the only sampled species in Saul and 

five individuals of each species were sampled in 

Regina. Differences in mean annual rainfall 

between Saul and Regina and more important 

fluctuations between rainy and dry seasons in 

Regina could explain the low Spearman 

correlation coefficient computed with M3.   

Another artefact has been observed with 

method 3. The end of the stochastic rainfall 

sequence didn’t fit as well with the residual 
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sequence. The reason is the unknown 

germination date implying the estimation 

technique of the last part of the sequence. An 

improvement would be to estimate the last part 

with the proximate year sequence instead of the 

global mean sequence. Method 3 didn’t always 

compute number of days for each node in a 

regular sequence (figure 4), which doesn’t fit 

the reality of what is known about Cecropia 

species (Heuret, et al, 2002, Zalamea et al, 

2008). 

 

Therefore, calendar dates were associated with 

each node thanks to the stochastic approach to 

align rainfall data at a node level for a whole 

sequence. These dates were used to align two 

individual pair-wise successfully. However, 

other factors could be involved such as 

temperature, nutrient availability, and foliar 

cover. Furthermore, pair-wise alignments of 

two individuals without the constraint of date, 

showed a similar alignment with fewer gaps, 

implying the existence of a common factor. 

Therefore, rainfall is a potential common factor 

indicating that our strong hypothesis about the 

link between node length and rainfall is true. It 

would be interesting to develop a method in 

order to compute multiple alignments and to 

extract an average sequence for several 

individuals using it to align with rainfall data, 

with the aim to obtain a sequence per species. 

However, we did not find better year 

delimitation with the alignments. The reasons 

could be either the methods of alignment were 

not sufficiently accurate, or inter individual 

variations were too important. In this case, a 

trade-off would be found between extracting a 

sequence by species involving a more generic 

but lower efficient approach and extracting a 

sequence by individual, involving an opposite 

approach. 

Despite the low regression coefficient found for 

the relationship between node length and 

cumulated rainfall, estimated rainfall fitted the 

observed fluctuations on the oscillation period 

level. However, when the actual cumulated 

rainfall was high for a node, our model didn’t fit 

because there is not a linear relationship 

between growth and water amount in the 

system. Our model only estimates the available 

water for the tree. There is a threshold where 

growth stops even if there is more water 

because the soil is saturated and rain washes 

out on the surface. Also, R² have a large range of 

value. Similar results have been found with 

autocorrelations of C. distachya in Saul and C. 

obtusae in Regina.  A strong individual or site, or 

both effects may influence these 

autocorrelations and R². 

Nevertheless, autocorrelations show an inter 

individual stability for C. sciadophylla. However, 

we find a signal at 30 nodes per year whereas in 

the literature it is a signal at 23 nodes (Zalamea 

et al., 2008). Hence, a wider sampling should be 

carried out in order to test the large space scale 

influence on the number of nodes per year.  

The limits of this study are restricted to the 

Cecropia ecology. It is a heliophile species and 

its life time is relatively short, hence this 

method of estimation of recent past climate is 

only possible in disturbed areas.  

Nevertheless, the model developed in this study 

is sufficiently accurate to predict intra-annual 

rainfall variations. A better understanding of the 

micro climate influence on the communities is 

possible and these results would lead to 

increased data about global climate changes in 

the Amazonian rainforest. 

The protocol would be to choose several 

Cecropia on a study site where climatic data are 

needed, then to measure all the internode 

lengths. The second step would be to align 

residual length of all individuals in order to 

place easily year limits between September 15th 

dates corresponding to minimum residual 

length. The third step would consist in 

attributing a creation date to each node by 

dividing the number of nodes built each year by 

365 days. And finally, the application of the 

function                   in order to have 

intra annual fluctuation of rainfall based on 

inter node length. 
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